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ABSTRACT
Today, practically every research group and every larger sen-
sor network project is using a platform for implementation
work spanning a great variety of approaches and hardware
architectures. This is primarily due to the large application
space with differing requirements on resources and architec-
tures each on the one hand and the goal to minimize the
overhead on the other hand. With this large application
domain for sensor networks, it is unclear how to match dif-
fering application requirements and platform characteristics
to achieve optimal resource usage. This work establishes a
methodology for the classification and interpretation of sen-
sor network platforms and develops a set of metrics that can
be used to compare and analyse the characteristics of dif-
ferent platforms. This is applied in a case study analyzing
some state of the art sensor network platforms of the recent
years. With this set of metrics and methodology we provide
an intuitive and easy to use visual tool for sensor network
system designers.

1. INTRODUCTION
In their seminal articles, Estrin [1] and Kahn [2] presented

a far-reaching vision of wireless sensor networks (WSNs),
where collections of tiny autonomous computers collabo-
ratively and unobtrusively monitor a variety of real-world
phenomena with unprecedented quality and scale, bringing
substantial benefits to a variety of application areas. Since
then, numerous hardware platforms have been developed,
operating system abstractions have been established, a large
number of protocols and algorithms for networking, commu-
nication, and information processing have been proposed,
and various fundamental capabilities and limitations of these
sensor networks have been examined. Based on these ingre-
dients, prototypical applications, have been developed, some
of which consist of more than 100 sensor nodes. Such net-
works are formed from a set of small sensor devices, the
nodes, that are deployed in an ad hoc fashion and cooperate
in sensing a physical phenomenon. The WSN nodes are a
novel platform class in the sense of Gordon Bell’s law of 1972
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that states that technology advances enable a new, lower-
priced, higher-volume computing platform or class to form
every decade. In a WSN node communication, computation
and storage as well as interface and sensing are combined
to perform all necessary tasks on a single device. Consti-
tuting a key challenge, this is quite a different approach
from the traditional internet-based computing world, where
many dedicated devices each performing single dedicated
functions such as routing, storage, web-services, connections
to peripherals and terminal functions to interface to users
are coupled together to form systems.

Sensor networks (SNs) regarded from a second perspec-
tive are not a single area of novel fundamental research but
a collection of often well-known methods and established
know-how applied to a new domain and new architectural
concepts. Many of the application classes envisioned for
sensor networks actually have a long tradition where spe-
cific solutions exist. Examples of such traditional sensor
network application classes are global networks of weather
stations, sonar monitoring, environmental monitoring appli-
cations, building surveillance and factory automation. Novel
is indeed that WSNs are (i) a new application domain for
wireless technology, (ii) the very limited resources of each
node are to be leveraged by the amount of devices deployed
and the collaboration between them, (iii) the tight coupling
of application, nodes and the environment and (iv) the broad
usage profile that envisions that non-expert users, e.g. a ma-
rine biologist, design, deploy and maintain these new com-
puting and communication systems according to their needs.

A recent survey [3] underpins the notion that there is no
unified on-size-fits-all solution for the large application do-
main. Proposed for a wide array of applications and en-
vironments, the vast design space opened up by embedded
sensor networks suggests that custom-built architectures be
tailored to the specific needs of the specific application. It
would be highly desirable to support the application devel-
oper in this often complex selection process with appropriate
concepts and tools to narrow down the set of design alterna-
tives. Promising approaches of such a semi-automatic design
space exploration have recently been explored for embedded
systems [4] and specific applications such as packet proces-
sors and distributed wearable computing. In fact, system
level automated design tools are a long standing domain of
the electronic design automation community (EDA). Such
tools however necessitate a set of platform metrics that al-
low a unified comparison independent of the specific device
peculiarities. Furthermore, the systems developer should be
supported with the appropriate analysis tools and interpre-



tation methods of such metrics. In this paper we provide a
methodology and a set of metrics that can be used to com-
pare and analyse the characteristics of different platforms.
A case study using some state-of-the-art WSN platforms is
provided as a base to show the applicability of our approach
and to demonstrate a hands-on analysis using our metrics.

2. TOWARDS PLATFORM METRICS
Sensor networks have been built for a number of different,

widely varying applications and environments. Although
unified requirements and characteristics to suit the needs of
a majority cannot be established there is a certain consensus
about the state-of-the-art in applications [3].

The standard WSN application usually assumes spatially
distributed nodes with simple, individual sensors that trans-
mit these sensor values to a common sink using a wireless
(multi-hop) network. In order to achieve a cost-effective and
minimum-obtrusive solution nodes are generally thought to
be of small physical dimensions, low-cost and operating in a
power-efficient (duty-cycled) fashion from their own power
supply. Typical application examples here are in environ-
mental monitoring, object tracking [5] and surveillance [6].
Further general requirements for WSN devices are a small
form factor, ubiquitous usage, unobtrusive application, pro-
grammability, availability and affordability. Often underes-
timated, the appropriate development tools, sample applica-
tions, documentation and support are also playing a major
role for a success of platforms and applications alike.

Classification along such a generally accepted scheme is
hard and does certainly not fit all cases. Firstly, not every-
thing is directly comparable due to considerable complexity.
Single values listed in tables commonly used for describing
platforms [7, 8, 9] lack the context of system architecture
and thus cannot be interpreted reliably, leading to ques-
tionable results. Secondly, there are generally too many
competing objectives to perform an evaluation by hand. To
counteract these problems, frameworks for the exploration
of system architectures have been developed [4]. Here, the
extremely difficult task of selecting appropriate candidate
architectures is performed using multi-criteria optimization
methods like evolutionary algorithms, that efficiently yield
sets of pareto optimal solutions. These then need to be ana-
lyzed and interpreted by a skilled professional, nevertheless.

2.1 General Platform Metrics
General requirements and metrics are important for the

assessment, evaluation and comparisons of platforms and
applications. Many of the criteria used to describe the per-
formance and characteristics are conflicting, requiring care-
ful analysis and application dependent metrics.

2.1.1 Applications
Many applications have been proposed spanning a wide

variety of properties and goals. Today, the design space of
sensor network does not follow a single common denomina-
tor. It is thus difficult to characterize applications, especially
with the use of a single set of standardized metrics.

2.1.2 Architecture
Generally, architectures of WSN devices can be parti-

tioned into three subsystems: communication, computation
and sensing/interface. Although a platform architecture is a
combination of these three subsystems, it is often practical
to distinguish between these when evaluating and comparing
platforms in the interest of greater transparency and detail.

2.1.3 Tools and Support
The availability of appropriate development tools and ac-

cess to all system specific documentation is key for successful
applications. Only a thorough, transparent and up-to-date
documentation will allow developers to use a platform ap-
propriately and with the necessary care for the details, that
are so important when operating on resource constrained
systems. When pursuing team efforts and in academic envi-
ronments, the question of per user royalties and licenses per
developer kit are of considerable concern. Here, royalty free
tools, open-source software and documentation are generally
anticipated, in effect facilitating external collaboration.

2.2 Classification and Interpretation
Along these lines, we propose the use of so-called star or

radar plots that are well suited to visualize complex multi-
criteria problems, leaving enough freedom to be tailored to
different requirements. These are multidimensional plots
displayed on a single plane with axes spaced equidistantly.
The objectives to be optimized are noted on the axes with
the optimization criteria (i.e. the minimum or maximum)
towards the outside. In this way, each dataset spans a poly-
gon. The main benefit is that such plots enable easy visual
guidance of complex system architectures and that the data
representation is still sufficiently exact.

Depending on the questions raised the system designer
has to assemble a set of such radar plots for further anal-
ysis. Here, the criteria used for selection and ordering of
the features displayed in one context have to be carefully
selected to allow to answer concise questions. Generally, a
larger polygon on a star plot denotes a superior dataset.
However, the shape (based on the ordering of the axes) is
equally important and here, a bias on the results achieved
can be given. This is especially important when as shown
in in our case study, the scaling of the axes is not normal-
ized. It depends heavily on the context and also the datasets
compared, how this scaling is to be done. We propose to use
the optimal value of all datasets compared, for the scaling
of each axis on the outside. A further problem arises from
combined maximization and minimization criteria in a sin-
gle plot. Here, the outside of the scale, i.e. the optimization
criteria is evident, but the value at which to start plotting
on the inside has to be picked according.

3. STATE OF THE ART PLATFORMS
In this case study we concentrate on architecture specific

metrics. The methodology presented can however be ex-
tended to all metrics in a straightforward way. For a con-
crete platform comparison example, characteristic figures
have been compiled for the Crossbow Mica2 and Mica2Dot [7],
the Moteiv Tmote Sky [8], the Intel Imote [10] and the BTn-
ode rev3 [9] (see tables 1 and 2). The Mica2 and Mica2Dot
represent the de facto standard platform for SNs differing
only in form factors and slightly different core resources.
The Tmote Sky is a modern, ultra low-power architecture
using standard components while the Imote represents a
completely different approach of a high-performance, cus-
tom node-on-a-chip. All of these platforms are designed to
run custom TinyOS applications. The data presented in the
tables are derived from device datasheets in the case of the
commercial Mica2, Mica2Dot and Tmote Sky and from sci-
entific publications in the case of the Imote [10]. These four
state-of-the-art platforms are compared against the BTn-



ode rev3 which is a dual radio platform resembling a twin
between the Imote and the Mica2. It runs a cooperative
multithreaded operating system targeted at embedded net-
working platforms. For the comparison of radio features
a distinction has been made between the low-power radio
(LPR) and the Bluetooth radio (BT) on the BTnode.

3.1 System Core
In a concrete comparison, the system core is evaluated so

that CPU architecture, speed, memory sizes, external IO
and on-board sensors are all to be maximized, whereas the
system size is to be minimized to derive an optimal architec-
ture (see Figure 1). The Mica2 and Mica2Dot show conser-
vative memory and processing capabilities combined with a
default sensing and storage capability. They differ only in
respect to size, CPU speed and external IO. The Tmote Sky
supports increased processing capabilities, many on-board
sensors combined with ample storage capabilities but lacks
clearly in terms of size and especially memory capabilities.
It is thus most suitable for lightweight applications with
long inactive periods and bursty processing demands. The
Imote is harnessing considerable processing power and pro-
gram memory on a small form factor but it lacks in terms
of integrated sensors, storage and data memory. All four
TinyOS platforms suffer from very scarce data memory re-
sources requiring extreme care during the design and metic-
ulous effort in developing applications that fit into such lim-
ited memory footprints of a few kilobytes only. This limits
the applicability and flexibility of the Mica family consider-
ably when put into context with the rather high computing
power of at least the Tmote and Imote platforms.

Figure 1: Platform comparison – system core.

3.2 Radio Systems – Physical Properties
With the system core features given as objective facts, the

radio features already pose considerable problems and room
for interpretation. The cause for this is mainly the broad
range of options and configurations possible on most of these
radio devices. Although designed for standardized interop-
erability, a multitude of protocols and operating schemes
are available and the performance of a single solutions is so
highly dependent on the requirements of the underlying ap-
plication. While the physical parameters such as frequency,

modulation, transmit power and sensitivity are more of in-
terest to the radio designer, the data rate, radio range (cell
size), amount of distinct channels and setup time are very
relevant to application performance. Furthermore the inter-
face modalities under which a radio is connected to a host
CPU and the services offered by the radio are of concern.

Of the seven properties depicted in Figure 2, all but the
setup-time, which is to be minimized are to be maximized
for best performance. Although the Mica2, Mica2Dot and
BTnode3 LPR are using the same radio they are typically
specified for different protocol variants resulting in differ-
ent data rates and radio ranges. Clearly situated at one
extreme of the design space when compared to the link-
oriented 802.15.4 and Bluetooth radios used in the Tmote
Sky, Imote and BTnode3 BT, the broadcast-oriented CC1000
ISM radio supports only few distinct channels resulting in a
low capacity. When operated at high transmit power levels
the radio ranges achieved are also high, further limiting the
capacity of a network. The Tmote Sky shows a different
approach with lower transmit power, higher sensitivity and
bandwidth, a number of dedicated channels and extremely
low setup-time. The Bluetooth radios on the Imote and
BTnode3 BT are situated at the other end of the design
space supporting a very high data rate, the highest amount
of channels and so resulting in considerably higher capacity.
It must be noted however, that the setup-times displayed
here are for the hardware resource alone and do not encom-
pass the time necessary to set up a communication link and
successfully transmit data.

Figure 2: Platform comparison – radio properties.

3.3 Bringing Platform Metrics into Context
When viewed side by side in an overall comparison (see

Figure 3) further details apart from the lack of flexibil-
ity/memory and the different strategies employed in the ra-
dios are evident. The system core features as well as the
radio systems all are strongly biased for a specific set of
features and thus specific niche applications on the Mica2,
Mica2Dot, Tmote Sky and Imote. The BTnode system core
resources seem to be more balanced here. It’s two radios
combined span a more balanced polygon than the other four
platforms when viewed in a combined plot the the LPR and
BT radios as seen here. The BTnode is thus more versatile



Table 1: State of the art platform comparison – system core features
BTnode rev3 Mica2 Mica2Dot Tmote Sky Imote

Microcontroller ATmega128l ATmega128l ATmega128l MSP430F ARM7
Architecture 8-Bit 8-Bit 8-Bit 16-Bit 32-Bit
Speed 7.3728 MHz 7.3728 MHz 4 MHz 8 MHz 12 MHz
Program Memory 128 kB 128 kB 128 kB 48 kB 512 kB
Data Memory 64 kB 4 kB 4 kB 10 kB 11 kB
Storage Memory 180 kB SRAM 512 kB 512 kB 1024 kB –
External IO 40 51 18 16 30
On-Board Sensors 1 2 2 5 –
UI Components 4 LEDs 3 LEDs 1 LED 3 LEDs, 1 Button 1 LED
Size 1890 mm2 1856 mm2 492 mm2 2621 mm2 900 mm2

Table 2: State of the art platform comparison – radio physical properties
BTnode3 BT BTnode3 LPR Mica2 Mica2Dot Tmote Sky Imote

Radio Zeevo ZV4002 CC1000 CC1000 CC1000 CC2420 Zeevo TC2001
Frequency Band 2.4 GHz 315-916 MHz 315-916 MHz 315-916 MHz 2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz
Data Rate 723.2 kbps 38.4 kbps 38.4 kbps 38.4 kbps 250 kbps 723.2 kbps
Setup Time <500 msec <50 msec <50 msec <50 msec <1 msec <500 msec
TX Powerctrl – 30 dB 30 dB 30 dB 24 dB –
TX Power +0/+4 dBm –/+10 dBm –/+10 dBm –/+10 dBm -3/+0 dBm +0.5/+4 dBm
Sensitivity -86 dBm -110 dBm -101 dBm -101 dBm -94 dBm -80 dBm
Modulation FHSS-GFSK FSK FSK FSK DSSS-QPSK FHSS-GFSK
Antenna GigaAnt Monopole – Wire embed. PIFA GigaAnt
Outdoor Range 30-50 m 30-100 m 150 m 150 m 125 m 30 m
Channels 79 4 4 4 16 79

for fast-prototyping, offering balanced computing resources
and two differing radios while the other platforms are more
targeted towards specific applications.

4. PROBLEMATIC PLATFORM METRICS
As mentioned in the previous section, objective metrics

and comparisons between platforms problematic. Apart from
the many variations and options possible in the systems de-
sign, different design objectives lead to viewpoints and de-
sign goals specific to every single case. We will briefly discuss
two metrics that are almost impossible to capture without
an application context, i.e. by analysis of the platform itself.

4.1 Power Consumption
Of all criteria used to describe and compare platforms

for WSNs, the power consumption is the most difficult to
assess. The main reason for problematic and often incom-
parable results in power consumption is the varying settings
and different architectures of the devices used and the ap-
plications being compared. In most cases datasheets give
detailed results about the average (typical) and worst case
power consumption at a nominal operating voltage for the
single device that the datasheet is referring too. Missing
are further values for additional system components, such
as clock generation, drivers, latches, memories, interface,
LEDs etc. that are required for an operational system.

Elaborate platform characterization like for the Mica2 [11],
the Tmote Sky [8] and the Bluetooth part of the BTn-
ode rev3 [12] are not very common in the literature but give
detailed insight into the power performance and behavior of
systems. They reveal interesting characteristics and prop-
erties, such as considerable power consumption for running
LEDs (2 mA @ 3.0 V) and memory access (up to 10 mA

@ 3.0 V), that are often overseen. They lay the foundation
for precise system models useful in simulation (e.g. Power-
TOSSIM [11]) or power-adaptive protocols (e.g. Negri [12]).

To enable a fair comparison of platforms and applications,
a practice of measuring the whole system in live operation
at it’s nominal energy supply, i.e. the battery, should be
adopted rather than resorting to values for single subsys-
tems or components only (cited from datasheets). The lat-
ter is more of important in respect to system design aspects,
where concrete questions that concerning single components
only are being asked, e.g. the effect of different power modes
on a microcontroller or different transmit power levels on a
radio transceiver. Although two different architectures and
operating at different operating frequencies, the power con-
sumption values given in the datasheets for the Mica2 and
Mica2Dot are the same. Compared to the values presented
in publications derived from measurements [8], these differ
up to about 300% between the two platforms and up to
about 200% between publication and datasheets.

Architectural differences are another source of inaccura-
cies. Not all systems require stabilized power supplies where
large amounts of energy are typically dissipated in the con-
verters. Operating states on platforms differ, as not all sys-
tem offer the same modalities of operation and states.

4.2 Capacity
Radio systems are predominantly characterized by band-

width, data rate, range and power consumption. Often for-
gotten at first is the system capacity, i.e. the ability of a
system to actually make use of the resources available and
so the limits of any application. The theoretical background
here is generally considered as landmark publications but is
only valid here in a general context. Theory usually takes
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Figure 3: Overall platform evaluation.

into account perfect conditions, e.g. asymptotically large
ad hoc networks, perfect scheduling (no collisions), perfect
knowledge of conditions and neighbor states, etc. Depend-
ing on the application characteristics, it is not sufficient to
just relate to the theoretical capacity, but metrics must be
combined with application duty-cycle, traffic patterns, the
number of nodes and the region covered by their transmis-
sions, MAC and link-layer properties.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have demonstrated that it is difficult to

compare different sensor network platforms due to the broad
range of applications, each with their distinct characteris-
tics. We have motivated a set of general platform metrics
and developed a methodology using multidimensional star
plots for an easy to use and intuitive visual comparison that
can be applied early on in the design phase. This has been
demonstrated in a case study comparing some state of the
art sensor network platforms. The focus of this case study
here was not on the numbers presented in the tables, al-
though we have taken care to be as precise as possible and
tried to use measured values as much as possible. The dis-
cussion of the different cases and their implication clearly
demonstrate the overall complexity of seemingly simple sys-
tem architectures. Moreover, we have elaborated on a se-
lect example how to analyze and interpret the functional
resources and criteria of typical sensor network platforms.
We believe that it is not beneficial to try to derive single
merits of value for each platform from the metrics discussed
due to the complexity of the context and the implications
different criteria have on each other. For example, minimiz-
ing size ultimately means to limit the scale and amount of
I/Os. A platform based on a system-on-chip is thus inher-
ently more complex to couple to different sensors than say a
Mica2 with generic connector interfaces. The optimum here
still depends on the goals of the individual application and
preference of the individual system designer.
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